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Abstract: The objective of this paper is to try to understand the Brazilian’s Courts role in 

the implementation of the Right to Housing. In order to do that, I analyzed three lawsuits (Favela 

Olga Benario, Favela Fiat/Vila Esperança and Pinheirinho I) in which the Right to Housing 

collide with the Right to Private Property. I claim that in spite of the adoption of the Social 

Function of the Ownership Principle and the formal inclusion of the Right to Housing among 

social rights protected by the Constitution, Brazilians Courts adopt a very conservative 

conception of the Right to Private Property and because of that, they tend not to enforce the Right 

to Housing. 
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1 Introduction 

 

This paper is a byproduct of a previous research in which I had systematized decisions in 

that the Right to Housing is mentioned and that were delivered by the Tribunal de Justiça de São 

Paulo from 2000 to 2012. I had concluded that in the small group of decisions in which there was 

a real conflict between the Right to Housing and the Right to Private Property, the Court tended 

to protect the Right to Property. However, I had also concluded that further investigation would 

be necessary in order to understand why this happens.  

The objective of this paper is to answer this question by analyzing decisions in judicial 

disputes over land in which the Right to Housing collides with the Right to Property. I intend to 

show that Brazilian Courts adopt a very conservative approach to Property Right and therefore 

tend to enforce property rights disregarding evidences that demonstrate that the owner did not 

exercise his right in accordance with the social function of ownership. 

Brazil’s current Constitution was promulgated in 1988. It is characterized by a long 

Declaration of Rights, including many economic and social rights. However, although the 

Constitution alludes to the Social Function of Ownership, the Right to Housing was not formally 

included among Social Rights. It was only in 2000, after an amendment that this had happened. 

After the amendment, there was a rise in the numbers of actions involving the Right to Housing, 

but the alteration of the constitutional text had not, as it was expected, substantially modified the 

way Courts decide judicial disputes involving the Right to Housing.  

The housing deficit is a serious and chronicle problem in Brazil. According to data 

collected in the Census that was held in 2010, 6% of Brazilian population (about 11, 5 million 

people) lives in slums and tenements.  According also to official reports from Ministério das 

Cidades, the federal office responsible for urban planning, Brazil must build more than 5 million 

homes to end the housing deficit. In this situation is natural that conflicts over land arise. 

Land disputes usually initiate in possessory actions following the occupation of vacant lot 

by homeless families. In general, these lots are located in suburban areas and they are kept vacant 

while the owner waits to the price of land to rise. Sometimes the occupation is organized by 

social movements, but in most of the cases, it occurs gradually, after the invasion by a small 

group, when people call relatives and friends who also do not have where to live to build their 

homes in the neighborhood. The analyze of the decisions demonstrate that the Courts tend to 
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enforce property rights even when there are strong evidences that the titled owner did not 

rationally use the land, as the principle of social function of property determines, or even have the 

actual possession of the area.  

In conclusion, Brazilian Courts consider that the Right to Housing is an aspirational right 

and it is not immediately enforceable and that it does not actually impose limitations to the Right 

to Property. 

The first part of the paper is theoretical. I will focus on the examination of constitutional 

and statutory provisions that govern the Right to Housing. In the second part, after a brief 

methodological introduction, I will analyze the selected judicial decisions. Finally, at the last part, 

I will present my conclusions. 

 

 

2 The Right to Housing in Brazilian Constitution and Legislation 

 

In this section, I will focus on the theoretical and historical aspects of the conflicts 

between the Right to Housing and the Right to Private Property and establish the questions I 

intend to answer with the analyze of judicial decisions that I will make in the section of the paper. 

 

2.1 The Right to Housing in the Constitution 

 

From 1964 to 1985, right wing military dictators had governed Brazil. They had 

suppressed opposition by torturing and killing their political adversaries. As soon as they gave up 

the power, discussions to approve a new Constitution began. New political forces emerged and 

collided and as a resulted twelve political parties participate at the discussions of the new 

Constitution. In a first moment, left wing politicians, from moderate socialists to radical 

communists united in the thematic sub-commissions and the first Constitution draft was socialist 

oriented.   

 While the discussions continued, the country was facing an economic crisis that defied all 

government measures. As a result, political moderates and conservatives, despite their party 

affiliation, joined in a coalition block to expedite the end of discussions and block the approval of 
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the most polemic socialists’ proposals.  This conflict is quite evident in the final text of the 

Constitution as it is full of contradictions and unexplained omissions2. 

In regards to the Right to Housing, this phenomenon appears in two different points of the 

text. First, there is the complete omission of the Right to Housing in the chapter dedicated to 

social rights and second, there is the inclusion of the Principle of social function of ownership in 

the Bill of Rights. To sum up, the Constitution did not contemplate one of the most basic social 

right and at the same time adopted a principle that poses polemic limits to the Right to Property. 

Many authors claim that this omission is irrelevant because not only Brazil is signatory of 

international treatises, especially San Jose Pact3, that contemplates the Right to Housing, but also 

because the Right to Housing is, with no doubt, included in the concept of Human Dignity which 

was included in the Constitution, not as a “merely” Fundamental Right but as one of the bases of 

Brazilian federation. 

Besides that, two different articles expressively mention the Right to Housing. The 7th 

article which establishes what must be taken in consideration to calculate the minimum wage  

includes housing as one of the basic needs of people. Finally, the 23rd article states that the 

Union, States and Municipal government have concurrent jurisdiction to create and implement 

housing programs. 

In real life, however, the omission had huge impacts as the chart that demonstrates the 

number of lawsuits in Tribunal de Justiça de São Paulo4 shows. As soon as the amendment that 

included Right to Housing was promulgated there was a steady and significant increase in the 

number of lawsuits involving housing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                            
2  A complete narrative of the process of the 1988’s Constitution text discussion, can be found in the article 
“Construção do Compromisso Maximizador: análise do processo constituinte e das características da Constituição de 
1988” by Paulo André Nassar. 
3 San Jose Pact as part of the Inter-American treaty has the same effects of an ordinary law. 
4 <www.tj.sp.gov.br>. Last visited: March, 27, 2013.  
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Year 
Number of 
demands 

1995 to 
1998 

0 

1999 6 

2000 14 

2001 27 

2002 45 

2003 51 

2004 70 

2005 273 

2006 313 

2007 287 

2008 311 

2009 356 

2010 363 

2011 529 

2012 530 
 

Despite the impressive elevation in the number of lawsuits, it is necessary to verify if the 

formal inclusion of the Right to Housing in the Bill of Rights had at any way modified the way 

Courts decide. Therefore, the first question I intend to answer with the analysis of the judicial 

decisions is if there was a change in the way Courts conciliate the Right to Housing and the Right 

to Private Property after the promulgation of the amendment that included the Right to Housing 

among the social right secured by the Constitution. 

 

2. 2 The Principle of Social Function of Property 

 

It is not my objective here to discuss in deep the historical origins of the principle of 

social function of property. Actually, authors frequently disagree about that. Some of them claim 

that this principle is a development of Catholic principle of social function of the church, as 

exposed in Rerum Novarum Encyclical. Other authors affirm that the principle derives from Leon 

Deguit works. What I believe is important to mention is that the principle was first recognized in 

the German Constitution of 1919 that stated that property creates obligation. After the end of the 
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Second World War, it was included in most of the new Constitutions of Latin American and 

European countries. In Brazil, it was included in the text of the 1934’s Constitution and repeated 

in the texts of the Constitutions of 1937, 1946, 1967, 1969 and, finally, in the 1988`s 

Constitution. 

The exact conception of Principle of the Social Function of Property, as of every other 

principle, depends mainly on judicial interpretation. Theoretically speaking, at least two opposed 

interpretation are possible. In a sense, the Principle of Social Function of Property only states that 

the Right to Property is not absolute and that it can suffer limitations in special cases. However, 

on the other hand, in a denser interpretation, it can mean that an owner cannot exercise his right 

of property without considering social needs and interests. 

In my point of view, the text of 1988’s Brazilian Constitution leaves no doubt that some 

uses of land are not allowed and, moreover, that an owner must have in mind that his property 

should be used in a way that it will not interfere with the well-being of other people. First, it 

determines that a high tax rate can be imposed to the owner of an urban lot that did not use or 

explore it. Most important of all, it states that in case of recidivism, it can lead to the 

expropriation of the area. Similar rules apply to rural areas. Because of that, I claim that the 

current Brazilian Constitution clearly states that the land must be used rationally aiming the 

welfare of the society as a whole. However, as I said above, at the end, it is up to the Judiciary to 

fix the conception of a principle that is used in given country. Therefore, it is crucial to verify 

how Courts decide. 

In this context, the second question I intend to answer with the analyze of the judicial 

decisions is what is the usual interpretation Courts in Brazil give to the Principle of Social 

Function of Property and, consequently, what are the limitations it poses on the Right to Property. 

 

 

3 The Right to Housing in the Tribunal de Justiça de São Paulo 

 

As I said at the beginning, this paper is a byproduct of a previous research. In that 

research, I have classified decisions that mentions the Right to Housing delivered by the Tribunal 

de Justiça de São Paulo from 2000 to 2010 in four groups: 
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(i) Lawsuits in which the Right to Housing collides with the Right of Public Property 

(occupation by homeless people of squares, schools or areas under bridges, for 

instance); 

(ii) Lawsuits in which the Right to Housing collides with the Right to a Health 

Environment (occupation of reserves, banks of river and mangues5); 

(iii) Lawsuits in which the Right to Housing is used to question public policies; 

(iv) Lawsuits in which the Right to Housing collides with the Right to Private 

Property. 

I have concluded that the collision of the Right to Housing with the Right to Private 

Property emerges almost always in possessory actions after the invasion of private areas by 

homeless people. Because of that, I will focus on the analysis of this kind of action. I have chosen 

to analyze in detail only three recent cases: Vila Esperança, Favela Olga Benário, Pinheirinho I. I 

selected these cases for five reasons: 

(i) The areas were private; 

(ii) The areas had only one owner and this owner is known; 

(iii) The occupation did not result of any planned action of social movements; 

(iv) The areas were not environmentally protected; 

(v) There families were not at risk, for instance, living in hillsides or bank of rivers. 

 

Besides that, in all cases the order of eviction affected a great number of people, 

something between 1500 to 2000 people in each of them in a total of almost 8000 people.  

In the sequence, I will briefly expose the facts surrounding the cases. The next and final 

step will be the analysis of the judicial decisions. 

 

3.1 Favela Olga Benário Case 

 

Olga Benário6 slum occupied a lot of 14.000 square meter in the south area of São Paulo 

city. According to social movements 700 to 800 families lived there, including children and 

elderly. 

                                                            
5 Mangues area an ecosystem that exist in cost areas formed by detritus that come from the sea and rivers, inhabited 
by protected animals like crabs and some type of birds. 
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The area belonged to a bus company that went bankrupt and owed more than 24 million 

Reais (about 12 million dollars) to federal government, not to mention tax properties to the 

Municipal government. Moreover, the owners of the company were formally accused of money 

laundering and of sending the money diverted from the taxes to tax havens. 

The occupants produced strong evidences that demonstrated that prior to the occupation 

by the homeless families, the area was abandoned and was used by criminals to dump bodies and 

to sell drugs. Finally, there were already plans to expropriate the area aiming the construction of 

popular apartments as the south area of São Paulo concentrates the most of the housing deficit not 

only from São Paulo city but from São Paulo state as a whole.  

Despite all this, the Courts ordered the eviction of the area. The order was fulfilled at the 

morning of 24th August. Many occupants ended up literally in tents in the middle of the streets as 

there was not enough space in the shelters from São Paulo City Hall. 

 

3.2 Favela Fiat Case 

 

Favela Fiat was a neighborhood in Guarulhos, a dormitory city in the east area of São 

Paulo city. As almost all cities in São Paulo suburbs (Grande São Paulo), Guarulhos faces a very 

serious housing deficit and Vila Esperança is only one of areas illegally occupied by homeless 

families. 

The occupation begun in 1992 when the area in one of the most important avenues of 

Guarulhos was abandoned following the bankruptcy of its owner, a Fiat retailer that used it as a 

parking lot. Due to the strategic location, the value of the area had increased. The 130 families 

that lived in the area tried to avoid the eviction in Courts claiming that they had acquired the area 

by adverse possession. The request was rejected by the local Judge and later also by the Court of 

Appeal.  

Eventually, the municipal government expropriated the area after the federal government 

had committed to finance the construction of a popular condominium in the lot.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                 
6 Olga Benário was a German and Jewish communist militant. She was sent to Brazil to help José Carlos Prestes, the 
first Brazilian communist militant. They eventually fall in love and married. At the beginning of the Second World 
War, Olga Benário, who was pregnant at the time, was arrested and sent back to German by Getulio Vargas, who at 
the time was flirting with the Third Reich. Olga Benário died in a extermination camp in 1942. She is a martyr of the 
Communist Party in Brazil. It is interesting to note, however, that people who lived in the favela did not know who 
Olga Benário was. 
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3.3 Pinheirinho Case 

 

Pinheirinho was probably one of the most serious violations of Human Rights in Brazil in 

the last decades. Due to the violence during the fulfillment of the eviction order, Brazil was 

denounced to the Inter-American Court of Human Rights and is waiting trial. 

Technically speaking, Pinheirinhos could not be considered a slum anymore. There were 

many brick houses and at least part of them was connected to mains electricity and water supply.  

The area situated in São Jose dos Campos, an industrial city famous for being the 

headquarters of Embraer and Johnsons and Johnsons in Brazil, belonged to a company named 

Selecta that went bankrupt after its owner Naji Nahas, a Lebanese investor, were accused of 

breaking the Rio de Janeiro stock market in 1989 with fraudulent transactions. Later, in 2008, 

Nahas was arrested by the Federal Police after being accused of committing financial crimes and 

money laundering. Besides that, there are serious doubts about the regularity of the acquisition of 

the area by Naha`s group in early Nineties. According to some witness, the area where 

Pinheirinho was belonged to three brothers killed in 1968 during a robbery. They had never been 

married and did not leave any children. According to Brazilian law, in this situation, the heritage 

should go to the State government. It is not clear how during the Eighties the area ended up 

registered in the name of constructor who sold it to Selecta. Finally, Selecta owes 25 million 

Reais in taxes7 (about 12,5 million US dollars). 

After the eviction order was pronounced, the families announced they would not leave the 

area peacefully. Shocking photos of men wearing motorcycling helmets and using car doors as 

shields hit the internet. The 5 thousand families organized barricades and surrounded the area 

with barbed wire. Considering the number of people to be removed and the probable 

confrontation, the local police asked for backup. The troops take about 48 hours to get to São 

Jose dos Campos. During this time, the Federal Government filled a lawsuit asking to the Federal 

Courts to sue an order to postpone the eviction until the federal and state government can offer an 

alternative to the families. However, according to Brazilian procedural laws, the Federal Courts 

                                                            
7 According to the estimates, Select owns 11 million Reais to the Federal Government and 14 million Reais to 
Municipal Government. 
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could not interfere in the performance of orders issued by State Courts. At the end, the order was 

fulfilled and until now, more than an year after, there are families who are still living in tents. 

 

3.4 The Analyses of the decisions 

 

The analyses of the selected decisions demonstrate that Courts use three main arguments 

to concede the eviction orders in possessory actions. 

The first argument is that the Right to Housing does not create an obligation to the State 

to provide a house to every Brazilian family. According to the Courts interpretation, the only 

obligation of the State is to create a policy aiming the solution of the housing problem.  

The São Paulo’s Court do not even question the efficiency or the reasonableness of this 

policy. As a matter of fact, judges affirm that any kind of intervention in the design of housing 

policies or implementation of housing is an undue interference in the discretion of the 

Administration. In the decision of Pinheirinho and Favela Olga Benário Case Courts affirmed 

that the Administration was aware of the situation and could have taken action to avoid the 

removal of the families. They conclude that if the Administration does not act, there is not 

anything Courts can do. 

This corroborates that social rights, as José Reinaldo Lima Lopes argues, are seem by part 

of Brazilian Courts as nothing more than a form Christian charity and not as actual rights that 

creates obligations. 

In my point of view, when Courts abdicate to this kind of review, the constitutionalization 

of social rights looses its point. As Charles Sabel claims in his text Destabilization Rigths: how 

public law litigation succeeds, Courts play an important role when they remove the 

Administration of its comfort zone. In this sense, judicial decisions can provoke changes, even 

when they not order directly what should the Administration do. Courts could order, for instance, 

the Administration to account for the enrollment of the removed families in housing programs. 

It is also important to note that in cases involving the Right to Health, and also the Right 

to Education, the Courts do not respect the same kind of restraint. On the contrary, especially in 

cases involving the Right to Health, Courts usually order the provision of drugs or treatments 

despite Administration’s allegations of lack of resources or of the disrespect of the Separation of 

Powers. 
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The second main argument is that the State could not transfer to the regular citizen the 

burden of implementing a social right.  In this context, establishing conditions to the removal of 

the families creates limits to the right of the owner that cannot be justified. This argument 

develops into the third argument as I intend to show below. 

The last argument is that the Right to Property and the Right to Housing are both equally 

protected by the Constitution and when they collide, the Right to Private Property must be 

protected as the Right to Housing creates an obligation to the state and not to the regular citizen. I 

argue that the interpretation of the Right to Property that better fits the Constitution text must take 

into account the social function of ownership.  

In the analyzed decisions, however, the limitations that the social function of ownership 

poses on the Right to Property were not even considered. For São Paulo’s Courts the allegation 

that the land speculation characterizes an abuse of the Right to Property when there are so many 

people without aces to land is not sound. Moreover, the fact that the owners did not pay the 

property taxes regularly did not change this conclusion. In the Pinheirinho’s case, the judge 

declared to a TV station that the fact that there were tax debts was not relevant to the discussion 

in the possessory action. This kind of allegation is somewhat strange considering that according 

to Courts usual interpretation, the payment of taxes is an important evidence of the exercise of 

tenure.  

 

 

4 Conclusion 

 

The introduction of the Right to Housing in the Bill of Rights in 2000 have not changed 

the way Courts decide lawsuits in which the Right to Private Property collides with the Right to 

Housing. In comparison to the Right to Health and the Right do Education, the Right to Housing 

is the last enforced. In general, what the analyses of the decisions shows is that the Courts show 

deference to the Administrative decisions when the Right to Housing is at stake. Besides that, in 

the analyzed decisions not even the social function of property was taken into account when 

Courts interprets the limits of the exercise of the Right to Property. 

I believe that the attitude of Courts towards the Right to Housing plays an important role 

in explaining why there were so little advances in the implementation of this right.   
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